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It's Time to Vote

Publisher's Note

Earlier this year, NASCAR revealed a competition to
determine who would announce their new “Battle at the
Beach” short track racing program. This event will be held
during the 2013 version of Speedweeks in Daytona. Two of
the tracks that are part of our regular coverage here in
MRC, had their announcers make it into the top-5 during
the first round of competition. Elko Speedway’s Jim Burns
and Rockford Speedway’s Eric Huenefeld made the final
cut.

Racing According
to Plan

I encourage everyone that reads our publication to cast
your vote, tell your friends to vote, put signs in your front
yard and make sure one of the representatives from this
part of the country makes it to Daytona for Speedweeks.
Voting takes place through September, 30 at
www.daytonainternationalspeedway.com/announcer .
We’ve had drivers and crew chiefs win awards on the
national stage with NASCAR in the past. It’s now time to
make sure we get one of our announcers recognized.

Dan Plan
Once again, it is an election year, and everyone is
encouraged to vote. I’m not talking about all of the political
BS that we’ll all have to deal with for the next few months.
Personally, I’ve come to the conclusion that most
politicians are usually miss-informed, regardless of which
political affiliation they are with. It almost gets sickening at
times. I’m talking about voting in something that is much
more important, and much more meaningful.

Miscellaneous News and Notes
After our last issue of MRC known as the "Retro Issue",
we made our first ever visit to one of the biggest
motorsports events held in the state of Minnesota. While it
wasn’t short track racing, the track was a ¼ mile in length,
every race was side-by-side, it was loud and it was fast.
The annual NHRA Nationals at BIR was something we

continued on page 5

Local short track announcers, Jim Burns (left photo) and Eric Huenefeld (right photo) are finalists for
the NASCAR "Battle at the Beach" announcer competition.
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continued from page 4
have always wanted to attend, but always
had some sort of scheduling conflict that
prevented us from attending. We finally
made it this year.
I’ve had several people tell me how loud the
Top Fuel Dragsters and Funny Cars are, but
always thought they were exaggerating. I
now know first hand, they were all telling the
truth. The Nitro cars are so loud, you can’t

NHRA Top Fuel
Funny Car driver,
John Force,
performs one of his
legendary pre-race
burnouts at Brainerd
International
Raceway.

continued on page 15
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Special Event!
Saturday, September 22
3rd Annual Motorized Mayhem Purple
& Green Auto Bash, Two Car Chain
Race, Mini Stocks, Fan Grocery Cart
Race, Figure 8 Race, (4&8) Flagpole
Features, School Bus Stunt, WILD N
CRAZY FIGURE 8 Trailer Race
2PM

952-445-2257
Sunday, September 2
NASCAR Event* Presented by J3 Properties
plus Legends & Bandeleros, Kids Penny
Toss and Officials Race
6 PM
Monday, September 3
Extreme Powder Coating and Brothers
Jorgenson Racing present Summer Thunder
Series Race 3 with a 75-Lap Hobby Stocks
Feature, Thunder V8s, Mini Stocks, &
Spectator Drags
2 PM

Upcoming events
Sunday, September 9
NASCAR Event* presented by USG
6 PM

Friday, September 14
Friday Night Destruction Presented by
Wrecker Service Figure 8’s, Flagpole Race,
Mini Stocks, Legends, Bandeleros, Flyers
plus Dukes Jump & School Bus Figure 8
Race!
7 PM
Sunday, September 16
NASCAR Event* SEASON CHAMPIONSHIP
6 PM

www.goracewaypark.com
Methanol also available!

Methanol also available!
Distributed Worldwide By

CALL TODAY 1-800-634-9666
Red Wing, Minnesota
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
“The water temperature was pegged and we had no
brakes.” Sounds like words coming from a disgruntled
driver at a races end that did not finish. In actuality it was
Travis Sauter describing his car from victory lane after
winning yet another high profile event, this time the ASA
Midwest Tour Governor’s Cup 125 at the Elko Speedway of
Elko, MN, August 18th.
Sauter has had a summer that most drivers only think
about, winning some of the highest profile races held in the
Midwest this year. He did it here again at Elko by passing
Nathan Haseleu with 15 laps to go and stretching his lead
at the finish. This win falls on the heels of his Tour win at
Madison International Speedway, Oregon, WI., August 5th.
The way Sauter is winning these races is so reminiscent of
how the great short tracker Bob Senneker did it back in the
1970s through the 1990s. Senneker would bide his time and
let the other competitors wear out their equipment before
striking late and taking another victory. On nearly every
occasion, Sauter has patiently weeded his way through the
field, waited for the right moment, and pounced on his
competition to take another late race win. According to

Dale's Pictures

Sauter this was also his first big win
outside the State of Wisconsin. “I’d like
to thank my sponsors for helping me
this year and one of them, Don Fowler
of Don’s Truck & Auto is here so
hopefully that means we can drink some
beers tonight.” A little celebrating
Wisconsin style in Minnesota from the
Sauter racing group as they win another
big asphalt short track event!
Here and there… Minnesota racer, Nick
Barstad made his ASA Midwest Tour
debut at Elko and raced to a very
respectable 11th place Feature finish.
Travis Sauter has won several high profile
The team is testing the water on the
events in recent months
Tour this year and hopes to race for
(Dale Danielski photo)
Rookie of the Year in 2013…Another
Minnesota driver in the spotlight all
night was Nick Panitzke who raced up front the entire way
held off 2011 Division Champion J. Herbst, Todd Korish.
before finishing 7th. The team had taken some time off the
Shawn Pfaff and Steve Carlson for his 2nd career
Tour and it appears it paid off as they came back strong
victory…Good to See Late Model competitor Steve Owen
in victory lane tonight after winning the 2nd heat.
Owen has not necessarily by his own doing been
in the wrong place at the wrong time racing at the
speedway this year on too many occasions, but
finally the teams efforts paid off with a trip to the
winners circle…Female racer and daughter of
Shawn Pfaff Jacinda Pfaff made it to victory lane
as well tonight winning a Thunderstox Division
heat race…Jerry Aylesworth kept his undefeated
streak alive in the Outlawz Division winning
Nick Panitzke and Nick Murgic battle for position
another Feature event tonight. No one has gone
(Doug Hornickel photo)
undefeated an entire season so can Aylesworth
do it even when competition gets stiffer at the
season ending Oktoberfest racing weekend event?
here at Elko tonight…It is definitely a “Long shot” in this
Thor Anderson has been an infrequent visitor to the ASA
case. We’re talking about Eric Long who has participated at Midwest Tour this year due to the fact the team has a
all the ASA Midwest Tour events in 2012. Graduating from
chance to win the Late Model Championship at Hawkeye
a Slinger Super Speedway, (Slinger, WI.) 4 cylinder race car Downs Speedway of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. “We weren’t
to a full blown Super Late Model on the tough ASA Tour
planning on racing the whole season at Hawkeye Downs
has been difficult for the Wisconsin driver to say the least.
but after winning a couple races there we were near the top
“We’ve made progress and I see improvement but I know I
in the point standings so we decided to try and win it.”
have a long way to go.” Amazingly, Long who is on the
Anderson is in great position to do just that as he is
track trying to log laps and get seat time is in the top 15 in
leading the points with just a couple events remaining…
ASA Tour points with three races to go…Well the younger
set continues to impress at La Crosse Fairgrounds
Looking back on Friday, August 6th 1971 at La Crosse
Speedway as Cole Howland raced to his second NASCAR
Interstate Speedway it was Minnesota driver Don James
Late Model win of the season here August 11th. Howland
#76 taking the 20 lap Feature win. James was followed by
#55s Lyle Nabbefeldt and #61 Jim Back. The 15 lap SemiFeature went to #58 Buck Linhart followed by #2 Dale
from the past
Pennel and #83 Dale Walworth. Heat race wins went to #6
Ed Nichols, #40 John Scott and #15 Rich Somers. James
also won the 5 lap dash. August 13th racing was rained out
and rescheduled for Sunday August 15th. The 20 lap
Feature winner on that day was #99 Dick Trickle followed
by #5 Dick Giles and #85 Dan Prziborowski. The 15 lap
Semi-Feature went to #40 John Scott followed by #7-11
John Brevik and #28 Denny Sobkowiak. Heat race victors
were #66 Curt Iverson, Brevik and Giles. The 5 lap Trophy
Dash went to Prziborowski. August 20th action found Larry
Detjens #43 in a 1967 Plymouth Satellite taking the Feature
win followed by Roy Schmidtke #76 and Marv Marzofka
#91. The Semi-Feature went to Dale Walworth #83 followed
by #7 Don Turner and #1 Ron Backberg. Heat race winners
were #58 Buck Linhart, #83 Dale Walworth and Schmidtke.
The 5 lap Dash went to #76 Don James…

Minnesota driver Don James raced in Wisconsin a lot through the years. This car was raced
during the 1974 season. John Brevik raced and won frequently during the ‘60s and ‘70s. He
raced this car on the Wisconsin circuit in 1972. (Photo from the Jim Muzzoni collection.)

News, notes and comments welcome to Dale P. Danielski at
Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th Ave N Ste A, Onalaska, WI
54650, at 608-783-5827 or at dale@starmakermultimedia.com
, www.starmakermultimedia.com
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
Since the last MRC was billed as the retro issue and the
columnists were given a late season break I have more than
the usual amount of catching up to do. In spite of still
being in the throes of a gas and hot dog funding crises I
did manage to sneak out to a couple of special events. In
addition to attending two races I followed the audio and
text feed from the Knoxville 360 and 410 Nationals and have
some observations about those events as well.
When I started my website at gotomn.com and teamed up
with Minnesota’s Racing Connection I set a formidable
personal goal of attending a race at every track in the state
of Minnesota. The national average for a gallon of gas
back in 1999 was $1.17 which would come in at a little over
$1.60 in 2012 dollars. During those early years when plan A
at Cedar Lake rained out I thought nothing of making a last
minute 400 mile round trip to far away places like the
Jackson Speedway. The nifty little four cylinder I was
driving at the time turned an impressive 30 mpg and I
racked up a lot of racing miles with it. Unfortunately my
plan to see a race at every track in Minnesota stalled out as
gas prices rose and family responsibilities increased.
Grandparents can appreciate that brief period between the
reduced responsibility of an empty nest and the increasing
demands of a growing family as your kids start to have
kids. Before you know what hit you that brief few years of
no school sports or dance recitals is replaced by the next
generation of school sports and dance recitals.
Our local weekly racing near the Twin Cities area seems to
be holding up fairly well during the economic downturn but
as I look at results from some of the outlying areas the
incentive to attend racing at every track in the state is no
longer there. A popular sanction in our region puts out
their own dedicated publication that features columns by
some veteran writers that do a lot of traveling. I used to
read their pieces and envy how they were able to spend the
summer going to races all over the upper Midwest just
about every day of the week. I reasoned that all that racing

was worth the effort, expense and sacrifice. Today when I
check out the results I see that they’re traveling long
distances for six and seven class one and two Heat
programs. What I romanticized in 1999 no longer appeals
to me so I guess it’s a matter of perspective and personal
circumstances. I have become a special events snob and
prefer to get the most bang for my limited bucks.
Fortunately some of the best racing in the country happens
to be located a little over a half hour from my doorstep.
Cedar Lake offers the big shows and variety, Saint Croix
Valley Raceway has the fastest growing, most entertaining
class in the upper Midwest, the UMSS Traditional Sprint
Cars.
One of the special events I attended during the MRC
writer’s hiatus was the final night of the USA Nationals at
the Cedar Lake Speedway. Darrel Lannigan won the deal
this year but I’m sure you have already poured over the
results so I won’t get into the details. Jimmy Mars won it
all in 2009, I was off chasing the UMSS as their series
photographer in 2010 and missed my only Nationals in
fifteen years, and it was all about Josh Richards in 2011.
This year Mars did not have a good Nationals and did not
appear in the finale which underscores the level of
competition. I had never seen Darrel Lannigan win a big
race but was impressed with his emotional outburst in
Victory Lane. Not only did Lannigan jump up on the roof
of his black #29 but with fists pumping he gave the moon
an animated howl. I also should point out that the USA
Nationals driver introduction are one of the neatest intros
in all of dirt track racing. A packed grandstand, glow in the
dark sticks, loud music and the best Late Model drivers in
the country got the place rocking.

Stan Meissner photo

On this same weekend of the USA Nationals the 360
Nationals were taking place at the Knoxville Raceway. The
360 Nationals was originally created as a thank you for
supporting the track to the drivers running the “small
cubers” on a weekly basis. What started out as a tip of the
hat has become a big event in its own right. Participants
included the likes of first night winner Danny Lasoski and a
host of former Outlaws as well as young California
sensation Kyle Larson. Brooke Tatnell won the Friday
night preliminary in the Nelson 14 and Oklahoma’s Shane
Stewart won the Saturday night finale.

Stan Meissner photo

The 360 Nationals kick off
ten consecutive nights of
racing with the 410’s
returning to the track the
following night for the first
ever Capitani Classic. Tatnell
set the pace for the 67 car
field and Knoxville regular
Bronson Maeschen won the
Feature. Hard core fans
spent the next two nights at
the southern Iowa for Terry

McCarl’s annual promotion and returned for the start of the
Nationals on Wednesday. Kyle Larson followed up a
Tuesday non-wing win at Oskaloosa with a Knoxville
Nationals win on this first night of qualifying. Three
drivers with a lot of local fans, Davey Heskin, Donny
Schatz and Craig Dollansky all had a good opening night
finishing in that order behind Larson.
Two time World of Outlaws champion turned part time
Sprint Car driver Jason Meyers won the Thursday night A
Main. This is where things got interesting as a new Friday
night format gave non-qualifiers a chance to wipe the slate
clean and start over. Dale Blaney, brother of NASCAR
driver Dave, was probably the biggest benefactor of the
new format. Blaney blew a motor and would not take a

Stan Meissner photo
timed lap on his qualifying night. The new format allowed
him to start with a clean slate and make it into Saturday
night’s A Main. Others chose to gamble that their finish
on their qualifying night would be enough and got shuffled
back far enough that they didn’t make the show. It was
reported that this was the first Saturday night finale since
1977 that did not include Steve Kinser and Sammy Swindell
in the field. Donny Schatz won his sixth Knoxville
Nationals Championship with heavy late race pressure from
Brian Brown and Craig Dollansky coming in third for a
podium finish. Davey Heskin out of nearby St. Michael,
Minnesota, placed second in the B Main, started 22nd in the
A and captured hard charger honors.
One of my goals this season had been to bring my
grandson Asa to his first race. Asa and his family lived in
our lower level for a year so I made sure to put him up on
my knee and introduce him to “run runs” (his word for race
cars) on YouTube as soon as he was old enough to watch.
Having just celebrated his second birthday we decided to
test the waters with something that was sure to hold his
attention. The perfect opportunity presented itself at the
Saint Croix Valley Raceway on Friday August 17 when the
track would be hosting an event billed as the Back to
School CRASH-TASTIC-SMASH-O-RAMA. This event
would include stunts by Wild Man Clay Gallagher, Trailer
races, Mechanics races, Powder Puff races, WISSOTA
Midwest Modifieds, Pure Stocks and Future Fours. Our
reasoning was that there would be plenty of noise, crashes
and just enough racing action to hold the interest of a
toddler. Asa’s daddy Jason grew up attending races at
River Cities Speedway so he was no stranger to dirt track
racing. We also stopped and picked up my oldest
grandson Owen at the family lake home near the track. I had
to give my word that I would stay out of the infield and
spend the evening in the stands but I did manage to
smuggle a camera in so I could catch a couple shots of the
kids. We were greeted at the entrance by SCVR’s version

The Inside Dirt continued on page 10
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Going in
Circles

Charlie Spry
Took in the recent ASAMT show at the Madison
International Speedway. I’ve always enjoyed the racing
here on the big half-mile. The track has a lot of history, and
going to a show here of this magnitude is always fun.
Jeremy Miller took the lead, and you would figure that the
race would be over at this point, as he has more or less
“owned” MIS lately. However, Travis Sauter had other
plans, and methodically worked his way to the front,
making things look easier than they really were. It was also
fun to watch Nick Murgic work his way to the front.
Starting last on the grid, he finished a very respectable
seventh place. I don’t believe I had ever seen Nick race
before, and he impressed me!
The last chance race saw some drivers racing which are not
usually in anything named last chance. Skylar Holzhausen,
Erik Darnell, and Jason Weinkauf were among those.
The Bandit Bash brought out fewer cars than might be
expected with the $400 prize. Kyle Stark took the win, which
is nothing unusual for him, as he has turned many laps
here, as well as many tracks in the area.
Switching tracks, the Columbus 151 Speedway has a couple
of interesting points battles going on. In the late models,
Don Gaserude currently leads Ron Bishofberger. Don is
looking for his first late model track championship here,
while Ron has already won four. Both race hard but clean,
and are more than willing to try their hand at working on
the difficult outside groove here. Gaserude started his
career in the old sportsman division here and at Jefferson
back in 1981, with a fast little 1967 Chevelle. “I remember
winning my first ever feature with that car,” said Don, “I
think I started outside the front row, took the lead, and was
gone! That car was built out of a car I found at Prisk’s
(salvage yard). I remember when we were building it, we
found out it had a new door on it. Evidently, someone had
started to restore it and gave up. I felt kind of bad about
that, but everyone did that to those cars back then.”
Don would go on to see much success with the car, but
sold it at the end of the year to someone who raced it at
Lake Geneva Raceway. Moving quickly into late models the
following year, Don would immediately become a top
contender wherever he raced. In 1983, Capital Speedway
constructed a quarter-mile track in addition to the half-mile,
running “sportsman” or “limited late models” on it. Don
would finish third that year in points to champion
Bishofberger, and Pete Moore, whose family owns the
Columbus track. Small world, isn’t it? This year he is
hoping to finally turn the tables and take the late model
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championship here. It is looking good, as Bishofberger
recently took a week off to follow his son, Zeke, who is
quite the pilot on the dirt in the sportmod class at dirt
tracks all over Wisconsin.
The Bandit division has a good point race going on
between Seth Reamer and Jamie Kohn. Kohn has suffered a
couple of bad weeks, points-wise, which has dropped him
back a bit. However, I don’t think we have seen the last of
this battle!
Speaking of the Kohn family, this is a pretty interesting
story. Three Kohn’s race here in the Bandit class weekly,
as Jamie started racing four years ago. His brother, Bob
started racing the year after that, and finally, Dad Bill got
involved a couple of years ago. They race as a family doing
something they enjoy together, and keep a good attitude
about the whole thing, that being spending time together
and having fun. Hard to find this kind of attitude anymore,
and it is refreshing. This family shows a high level of
sportsmanship, and even though they live different cities,
they all meet up here on Friday night to race.
Dave Trute has pretty much owned the hobby stock
division here this year, winning four features in a row at
one point. Jimmy Robinson finally broke the streak last
week. Robinson has not really competed at any one track
on a regular basis this year, but year in and year out is
always a contender wherever he shows up. Tonight he
took the lead and wasn’t about to give it up, after losing a
feature a couple of weeks ago to Trute, when he slipped up
on the last lap on oil left from another car.
Took in a recent show at
State Park Speedway, one
of my favorite racing
haunts. The racing is
always very competitive
here, and it was no
different on this night.
Mark Eswein moved
through the pack to take
the late model feature win.
Mark Mackesy started on
the pole after a sub-par
qualifying attempt, and led
for a ways, but would
ultimately fade to third
behind Eswein and Burton
Brown, who had a great
run.
The mini-mods put on
their usual exciting racing,
maybe a little too much so.

John Lietz and Phil Malouf are one-two in points, and as
fitting, had a side by side battle going for the lead for many
laps, with some very good and clean racing going on
between the two. It was one of those races where you just
know that the finish is going to be a nail biter, but alas, it
was not to be, as another competitor who was looking for a
way around the pair waited until the last lap to make
contact with Lietz, taking him around. It was the incredible
finish that we never got to see. Malouf got the win, and
drove a great race to get it, but sure would have liked to see
the pair race that last lap side by side!
Tim Nawrocki made a return to the pure stocks, racing his
old Bomber class car, which kind of looks like he just
dragged it out of a barn and fired it up to race after a few
years. While I’m sure that is not the case, he doesn’t look
like he has lost a step in his racing abilities, nor has his car.
Just needs some spiffy new paint!
Super stock driver Natalie Decker may have been the most
surprised of the feature winners, as Cole Yach appeared to
have the race well under control, until late in the race his
car dropped its driveshaft. A race is never over until it is
over!
Mariah Gajewski drove an excellent race in taking home the
mini-stock feature. Week after week these drivers do a great
job of racing!
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A Faster Pastor?

Dirty Talkin'

Kris McMartin
Cedar Lake Speedway in New Richmond, WI holds an
annual Faster Pastor event. This event is a family friendly
fun filled event which features churches from the St. Croix
River Valley and Twin Cities area. While this is an event
that I have not attended previously, my granddaughter
really wanted me to take her out to the track and we had a
really great time.

Hornet race cars are
delivered to the area
churches that wish to
participate and the cars are
transformed into lean mean
racing machines. Cars are
painted and decorated by
the various church groups
and tickets to the races are
sold at the church with
portions of the ticket
proceeds being donated to
that church or church
related group of its
choosing. For my
granddaughter the favorite
car for the night was the
church with the religious
themed angry birds car.
There were 16 churches
represented by 14 pastors,
a youth minister and a

Vince Peterson photo

pastor’s wife all driving in
this friendly competition
to see which church had
the fastest car or gutsiest
driver. Along with the
Pastor Races, this event
also gives the non race
fans who attend in
support of their church,
the opportunity to
experience what happens
out at the track on a
weekly basis with a full
field of Hornets, Pro Stock
and Midwest Modified
classes.

Vince Peterson photo

pros. There were 2 sets of heat races as well as a 12 lap
feature race. The stands filled with fans from all of the
churches go wild as things happen like tires falling off, one
car pushing another into the wall to take get by, or “lead
foot Leesa” as one of the pastors was nick-named, jumping
the start to go from 6th to 2nd before ever reaching the flag
stand. This was a great event to take the family as the kids
and younger crowd really love the competition and antics
that are created by the drivers and the groups of fans from
each church.
In the end it would be the Pastor driving the #38 from New
Life Church of Dresser, WI taking the checkers and
bringing home the title of the Faster Pastor until next year.
Each participating church received trophies as every one of
the churches was a winner of this event.

These guys and gals
really take a no holds
barred approach and took
to the track bumping
banging and racing like

AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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The Inside Dirt from page 6
of a court jester aka Skip Lutgen and I purchased the $25
family value pack for our carload which I thought was a
pretty good deal. Owen had attended a race a couple of
years ago but this was Asa’s first time out and he did
pretty well until he discovered that he was sitting on top of
an unlimited supply of dirt. Overall the experiment went
well and we were able to hang in there for most of the night.
Plans are to finish out the year with the Jerry Richert Sr.
Memorial and try to squeeze a couple more events into my
schedule as circumstances permit. See you at the races!

Martin DeFries captured
this shot of JT Anderson
performing a tribute to
Tom Powel during the
ASA Midwest Tour
Governor's Cup event at
Elko Speedway

This Jimmy Ambruoso
photo from Rockford
Speedway shows the
lighter side of the sport
as Jody Deery gives a
hug to 2012 Walk of
Fame inductee Jerry
Gille

Stan Meissner photo
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A Drivers perspective!
By Mark Bronstad
#61 Figure 8 Driver at Raceway Park
This year marks my 8th year of full time racing at Raceway
Park in Shakopee, MN. I can tell you, I have seen many
things at the track since I started racing, even going back
further to my time in the pits helping Steve Motley in the
Enduro series. The one thing that I have seen, and frankly
have been guilty of myself, is how negative racers can all
be at times. Now, I am not saying that in general racers are
negative because we all enjoy what we do and frankly we
aren’t getting rich doing what we do, but we all take for
granted that our home track will always be here for us to
race at. I call Raceway my adult playground. We are quick
to criticize the promoters and or track owners and never
quick to take any blame ourselves.
My thought here is not to point blame on racers or track
owners/promoters but rather to maybe open some eyes.
Track attendance is down, pretty much across the
Midwest. So my question is what are you doing about
it??? Is it the track owner/promoters fault? Is it the
Economy? Is it too much competition for the consumer’s
weekly dollar? Well, I for one took it upon myself to push
my product this season. I purchased 20 Tickets from
Raceway Park to hand out to people who have either never
heard of or ever been to Raceway Park. Now I did not just
hand them out to random people. In my day to day
conversation, when and if my Racing came in to
conversation, I told people all about Raceway Park (and of

course the wild and Crazy
figure 8 races) and the great
entertainment available at a
very reasonable price. Well,
I gave out that entire first
batch and bought another 20
tickets and gave all of those
away. Of the people I gave
tickets, several came a
second time. One family in
particular has been back a
half a dozen times and they
have brought friends or
other family members with
on other occasions.
I have given away all forty of
those tickets and am working
on a third batch. It seems
Martin DeFries photo
that everyone I have given
tickets to has had a ball at
the track and can’t believe
they had never been here or ever heard of Raceway.
I am not suggesting that everyone buy 40 to 60 tickets to
hand out, or am I…..Why not? The point here is we as
racers need sponsors….. And Fans in order to race. We
need to sell our selves to our sponsors to get that financial
backing but we must also sell our “Racing Product” as a
whole. The more people there are in the stands, the more
people that will see your sponsors, the better return on

JB Dist. Co. Inc. / Gillund Enterprises
14760 Martin Drive Eden Prairie, MN. 55344

their investment in your Racing. Imagine if every car in the
pits had 10 people in the stands every week. If my count is
correct last week there were 88 cars in the pits. Another
880 people in the stands is a big number.
Some drivers are already good with this but we all need to
have the same goal at the end of the day. We have a great
product. Let’s make sure that everyone learns about it.
And let’s all be successful together!
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Photo Gallery

Midwest superstar Brad Keith set fast time for the MidAm's at the Dells
Mark Melchiori photo

Elko Power Stock winner Paul Hamilton
Martin DeFries photo

Matt Berger and Driver X (Jon Reynolds) battle for position at Rockford
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Cedar Lake Modified winner Jason Gross
Jerry Zimmer photo

Lacrosse Sportsmen winner Bill Martin
Bruce Nuttleman photo

Three-wide Late Model action at Raceway Park
Martin DeFries photo
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Lacrosse Late Model winner Cole Howland
Bruce Nuttleman photo

Cedar Lake Pro Stock winner Mike Mueller
Jerry Zimmer photo

Raceway Park Short Tracker winner Keith Paulsrud
Martin DeFries photo

Cedar Lake Midwest Modified winner Josh Bazey
Jerry Zimmer photo

Elko Big 8 winner Travis Stanley
Martin DeFries photo

Jeg Coughlin Jr. rides his hot-rod Dodge back to the pits at BIR
Dan Plan photo
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continued from page 5

Jerry Zimmer photo

see straight when they go by. I had ear-plugs in and a headset on, and they
were still loud. You can feel these cars when they go by you. It’s something
every race fan needs to experience. To top things off, the smile on my kids
face after watching the first Nitro car launch was priceless. I’ve always
believed oval track racing is far more exciting in person, versus watching it on
TV. Drag racing is definitely the same way. The sights, sounds and smells of
NHRA drag racing is simply something that can only be experinced in person.
Other items l learned on our one-day trip to Brainerd International Raceway;
Nitro fumes burn your eyes and make your nose run, the Force girls are just
as good looking in person as they are on TV,Top Fuel Funny Cars are much
smaller looking in person, and it sure would be neat if short track fans could
walk through the pits during the event like the NHRA allows at their events.
Yeah, we’re going back next year.
In other recent events, we were also pleased to see Cedar Lake Speedway
NASCAR Late Model driver, Jeff Keeney, recently made his way out to the
track for the first time this year. It’s been a tough year for Jeff, and hopefully
getting back into the car will make things go better for the rest of the year.
The 19th version of the Dwain Behrens Memorial race recently took place.
Adam Royle made a late race pass of track point-leader Donny Reuvers, as
they battled through lapped traffic, to pick up his third victory in the event.
Ruevers leads the track points as we go to press, and Royle leads the
NASCAR state points. One of the neat things to take place during the
Behrens Memorial event is the attire seen in the pits. Several teams break out
their “whites”. Remember when everybody was encouraged to wear bright
colored clothing in the pits, and most chose to wear white pants? One item
that caught my eye was the Anderson bunch wearing the pit crew uniforms
from the 1990’s, and surprisingly, they still fit.

Martin DeFries photo

Proud sponsors of;
Adam Royle, Jonny Hentges & Vince Corbin
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Carlson charges to the front for feature win
By Ashley Iwanski
Mary Schill photos
Steve Carlson took a little different path to make it to the
front of the field in the Kwik Trip NASCAR Late Model
feature Saturday at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway.
The track veteran who is know for liking the high groove
couldn’t seem to make it stick on the outside. So instead he
traveled the inside groove to capture the feature win.
Carlson passed seven cars in 11 laps, one of them twice, to
take the second spot from Matthew Henderson. From there
he had to run down pole sitter Mike Koeneke. Koeneke had
jumped to an early lead while many of the drivers who
started in the front of the field fell back. Henderson, who
started fifth, was able to get to the second spot after only a
few laps. But in his mirror both Carlson and Shawn Pfaff
were advancing quickly.
A few laps before Carlson took second from Henderson ,
Pfaff was able to move into the fifth spot. Carlson, who was
running third at the time, didn’t hesitate to make his move
to get one spot closer to the lead.Once in second Carlson
had Koeneke in his sights. Catching the leader seemed to
be no problem, passing him was a little more difficult. With
only eight laps to go Carlson was door handle to door
handle with Koeneke. It appeared as though he was going
to make his signature move and sling-shot around the
leader on the outside. But it didn’t quite work as usual, and

Carlson quickly switched strategies and
dove to the inside of Koeneke to make
the pass for the lead with four laps to
spare. Carlson captured the checkered
flag and Koeneke held on for second.
Henderson finished third, Adam
Degenhardt fourth and Pfaff fifth.
J. Herbst had car problems on lap 10
and pulled his car into the pits and
wasn’t able to bring his car back out
onto the track. He finished 18th. Todd
Korish still sits atop the points
standings, leading Pfaff by seven
Matt Inglett won the North Country
Contractors Sportsmen feature after an
eventful final four laps. On lap 11 Brian
Hesselberg hit the wall in the middle of
Turns 3 and 4, bringing out a caution with only four laps to
go. Inglett was able to hold on to the lead through the
restart, with Jake Arneson looking to take the top spot
away.

The Window World Hornets were in attendance tonight.
Davey Pennel won both the first feature and a heat race,
while Mark Bornitz captured the win in the second feature
that started with a five-car pileup.

On the final lap, as Inglett crossing the finish line
barely in front of Arneson, Mark Challet spun out
and slid into the wall on the exit of Turn 4. Arneson
held on for second and Steve Bachman, fast-time
qualifier for the night, finished third.
Kaleb Miller started on the pole and made it through
the chaos in the United Auto Supply Thunderstox
feature. Cars were spinning all over the place and
Miller held the top spot as Harley Jankowski and
Jason Stark were battling head to head for the
second spot. The two were side by side as they
came across the finish line. Jankowski had barely
edged Stark for the second place finish. Start placed
third.

AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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Sauter Bolts to Win in Governor’s Cup 125 at Elko
By Dean Reller
Travis Sauter charged through the field in the ASA
Midwest Tour Presented by SCAG Power Equipment and
Lester Buildings Governor’s Cup 125 at Elko Speedway and
that charge ended with yet another win.
Nick Murgic led the field to the green, but on the opening
lap, it was ECHO and ECHO Bear Cat Touring Star, Nick
Panitzke taking over the lead. The front pair ran nose-totail until the yellow waved on lap 24 when Jeff Storm and
Andrew Morrissey made contact out of turn four, causing
both to spin.
On the restart, Panitzke and Murgic continued their battle
as Skylar Holzhausen and Nathan Haseleu fought for third.
Haseleu would get by to take the third spot and then set
his sights on Murgic. Panitzke would continue to show the
way as Haseleu finally was able to grab the second spot on
lap 46. Haseleu wasn’t about to settle for that spot as he
then zeroed in on Panitzke.
It was a very short race for the top spot as on lap 50,
Haseleu became the new race leader. Haseleu quickly

distanced himself as Holzhausen was gaining momentum as
well and he soon took the second spot from Panitzke. The
two leaders raced alongside each other for several laps,
before Holzhausen grabbed the lead on lap 69 and extended
it to a full straightaway until the break at lap 75.
Teams were allowed 10 minutes to make changes to their
cars and when the race restarted, Holzhausen again
showed the way. Haseleu wasn’t done yet as he reclaimed
the lead on lap 77 as he nosed Holzhausen to the line. The
final caution of the night occurred when Jason Schneider
smacked the backstretch wall before coming to a halt in
turn four on lap 85.
When the race resumed, Haseleu held the lead
followed by Holzhausen, Panitzke, Points
Leader Jonthan Eilen and Sauter who was
starting to make his presence known as he
worked his way into contention after starting
the race in the 13th spot.
Haseleu and Holzhausen continued their race
upfront, but Sauter was
the car to watch as he
caught the font pair.
With 15 laps remaining,
Sauter finished his
business as he got past
Haseleu to take control of
the race. Lapped traffic
late in the race added
some cushion as Sauter
rolled to the win. Haseleu
finished second, while
Holzhausen, Adam Royle
and Matt Tifft rounded
out the top five.
“I didn’t think we had
chance to win even at the
break, but they dropped
the green in the second
half and it just took off,”
said Sauter following the

race. Sauter didn’t need any changes at the break either,
“The water temp was pegged after running in traffic in the
first half, we just put water in it and that’s all we did.”
Haseleu’s car was fast, but the second place driver was
content with the run. “The car was really good at the
beginning and we tightened it up at the break, but then the
car got loose again on me,” said Haseleu following the
race. He did seem pleased with the finish. “All in all it’s
been a good couple or three races and we’ll keep on
digging.”

Governer's Cup Local Division Highlights
Scott King held off a hard-charging Steve Anderson to capture
the main event for the local Thunder Car division. In the Power
Stock division, "Roller Girl" Taylor Goldman picked up her first
feature win of the year over Tom Doten. Great North Legends
action saw Benny Van Cleve pick up his first win of the year,
holding off Tim Brockhous for the win.

Martin DeFries photo

Doug Hornickel photo

Martin DeFries photo

Martin DeFries photo

Martin DeFries photo
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Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'
Jason D Searcy
Every time we make the trip down to Iowa someone will
pose this question... “When will Iowa Speedway host a
NASCAR Cup series race?” In my opinion the timing is not
right, at least not right now. The Nationwide series
debuted at Iowa in 2009 and the place was electric, Brad
Keselowski finished just ahead of Kyle Busch, Jason
Leffler and Carl Edwards for the win in front of a full

grandstand with 56,000 fans. Fast forward to 2012, they
now have two Nationwide races per year, one in May and
one in August, the announced crowd to see Elliott Sadler
edge Justin Allgaier and Sam Hornish in August was still
50,000. Because this is a Nationwide stand alone event you
don’t get the NASCAR super star names, instead future
stars like; Ryan Blaney, Darrell Wallace Jr and Brett Moffitt
fill out the good rides but the fans still come to see it,
because its not all about the stars, its good racing! Do you
remember the amazing finish at Iowa in 2011 when Ricky
Stenhouse Jr blew his motor on the last lap while in the lead
and his teammate Carl Edwards plowed into him right at the
finish line, which is something that makes you want to keep
coming back for.

Currently NASCAR allows Iowa Speedway to have four
major events, two Camping World Truck races and two
Nationwide races, all on separate weekends, which opens
up spots for the K&N Pro Series and ASA Midwest tour to
race as support series
during these events
giving these drivers
Doug Hornickel photo
opportunities and
experiences not easily
found in a regional
series. The ASA
Midwest tour will be
racing Friday night Sep
14th in advance of the
Truck series event the
next day. Not to mention
the Indy car and USAC
weekend that drew over
35,000 fans into the
stands even though it
rained and the race did
not begin until after
9:50pm. If the Sprint Cup
series comes to Iowa, all
the other events would
A packed house watches the ASA Midwest Tour at Iowa Speedway in 2011 take a back seat, as it

stands right now, they all are elite event weekends.
The NASCAR Sprint Cup series currently has 36 races and
two exhibitions on the schedule and is not looking to
expand. Even though crowds are flat across the nation,
race tracks on the schedule are still making money and
places like Las Vegas are begging to acquire a second
date. Pocono and Michigan both reinvested in their
facilities by putting down new asphalt to ensure that they
keep their two race dates per year. Iowa Speedway is
owned by the Clement family (with minor partner Rusty
Wallace) and is not part of the ISC or SMI groups who own
a majority of NASCAR tracks, meaning odds are not good
that a NASCAR race date would be shifted from a current
track to Iowa Speedway. Who knows what could happen
in a few years, they do have the ability to bring in more
temporary grandstands and created more parking space
but, at this time I just can’t see a Cup race in the near
future.
I overheard a high ranking NASCAR official being asked
when Iowa Speedway would get a Sprint Cup race, he said,
“be happy with what you’ve got,” and I think race fans
should take those words to heart.
The Trans-Am series is coming to the Brainerd
International Raceway road course both Saturday and
Sunday over Labor Day weekend. Former local short track
racer Jim Derhaag hung up his driving suit in 2010 after
finishing 5th at BIR in his 151st and final race in the TransAm series but he is now a big part of the ownership group
that currently runs that series. The car counts have been
gradually getting better as the season progresses with the
addition of the TA2 division, I expect to see a field of over
20 cars that weekend. Minnesota born and long time
Wisconsin resident Tony Ave is the series defending
champion has won the previous three races at BIR and is
coming off a win at Road America. Simon Gregg is the
point leader, Amy Ruman second and Ave third, they have
had five different winners in the six races so far in 2012.

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
wwww.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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Remaining 2012 Race Dates
Monday September 3 - Raceway Park
Saturday September 29 - Elko Speedway
Used Hoosier Tires available from Brothers Jorgenson Racing for these events. Contact Conrad at 952-461-3300
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Second win at Raceway Park for Lamoreaux
By Kevin Busse
Martin DeFries photos
The NASCAR Super Late Model feature at Raceway Park
in Shakopee provided race fans an event full of passing,
spins, and plenty of action for its entire run this past
Sunday night. The NASCAR Whelen All-American Series
premier division got under way with Bloomington’s Tom
Quade on the pole and Billy Mohn of Lakeville starting
along side. Quade took the early lead with Mohn
repeatedly threatening from the outside for the next
several laps, until veteran racer Mark Lamoreaux worked
around Mohn to take second with 24 laps to go. However,
Lamoreaux slid sideways in turn four on the very next lap,
slipping back to 4th and finding himself next to Chad
Walen of Prior Lake who was trying to advance to the
font. Mohn took the lead with 20 laps remaining. One lap
later, as Mike Hanson of Bloomington drove past Quade
to lock in second, Farmington’s Ryan Kamish spun in turn
two, bringing out the caution and regrouping the field of
drivers. It was Mohn and Hanson in the front row with
lane choice, but at the restart the two drivers couldn’t keep
together, and after a false start, Mohn took the lead on the
second attempt. Walen moved to 4th place with 17 laps to
go, but another caution slowed his movement when
Lakeville’s Gary Petrash spun out in turn two just ahead of
the leaders. Once again lane choice placed Mohn
alongside Hanson, but after two additional false restarts,
both drivers were moved back to the second row. This
placed Mark Lamoreaux next to Chad Walen for the restart,
and when racing resumed the Prior Lake driver was able to
stay ahead of Lamoreaux, who kept his car just inside
Walen until 14 laps remained, when another Prior Lake
driver, Steve Dehler, spun exiting turn 2 which had the
caution waving once again. A single file restart placed
Walen in the lead, but it was short lived as something
broke on the Prior Lake driver’s machine in the turn, and as
he pulled into the pits Lamoreaux settled into the top spot
with 12 laps to go. Just as Walen pulled off the track, the
caution came out once again as Quade, who had been
slipping back through the pack, suddenly slowed on the
back straight and came to a stop entering turn 3. The
restart had Lamoreaux up front, with Hanson once again
taking second place with 9 laps to go, leaving Mohn in
third racing side by side with Lakeville’s Bryan Keske for
the spot. With 6 laps remaining, Lamoreaux was building
his lead over the rest, and in the final 3 laps Keske was
able to move around Mohn to take third. At the checkers
it was Lamereaux with the win, Hanson second, Keske
crossing in third just ahead of Mohn, with Goodhue’s
Bryan Roach beating Joe Prusak of Minnetonka to the line.
In other NASCAR action, the Mini Stocks once again
showed why they’re the largest group of drivers at
Raceway Park, where quick passing is always the norm in
this competitive division. Jack Purcell of Bloomington was
able to power up though the pack in a caution free event,
crossing the line first at the finish, followed by Mankato’s
Joe Tacheny in second, and Blake Dorweiler of
Montgomery putting on a great race to finish third.
The Bomber division feature kept race fans busy with lots
of multi-group side by side racing throughout the run. A
single caution in the final 5 laps set up a race to the finish
between Maple Grove’s Jason Michaud and Ryan Varner
of Minnetonka. It was close at the line after Michaud slid
high exiting the turn, allowing the Minnetonka driver to
move in tight as the two approached the checkers.
Michaud took the win with Varner along side in second.
New Prague’s Adam Oxborough finished right behind in
third.

The American Short Trackers
also had a side by side race
between the top two drivers for
much of the feature event.
Plymouth’s Dave Reed started
on the pole and was quickly
joined by Keith Paulsrud of
Rogers, and the two drivers
kept it a back and forth battle
through the final laps. At the
line it was Paulsrud taking the
win just ahead of Reed, with
Prior Lake driver Charlie
Pehrson settling for a close
third place finish.
In the Hobby Stock feature, two
cautions during the event
played a big part in setting up a
green-white-checkered finish
between two popular cars. For
much of the race, Shakopee driver Jacob Goede worked his
way through the field, and with 6 laps to go it was a battle
between Goede and the Brent Kane machine, who took an
early lead, 2 laps into the race. A spin out involving Tina
Davis of Rosemount in the final two laps set up the finish,
where Goede was able to power around the Lakeville driver
to take the win, leaving Kane a close second, and
Chaska’s Jeremy Wolff finishing third after an excellent
run.
The first Wild’n’Crazy Figure-8 feature got interesting
early, as drivers wound up running single file for much of
the race, and the spread out field made for plenty of near
misses in the crossroads. Ricky Martin of Farmington,
who started the race mid pack, worked his way through the
group to move in on the leader in the final 7 laps. At the
checkers it was Shakopee’s John Lebens with the win, the
younger Martin in second, and Shakopee’s Matt Dickey
crossing third.
The second Figure-8 run gave the elder Rick Martin of
Lakeville his chance to try for a win. With 12 laps to go,
Martin was able to move to second, and then work to make
a move on the leader, Todd Wilson of Burnsville. The
drivers were mixing it up in the “Crossroads of Doom” with
7 laps remaining, and by the final 3 laps, the top three
drivers were well out in front of the rest, once again giving
race fans plenty of action in the “X”. It was Wilson with
the win, Rick Martin in second, and Mark Bronstad of
Maple Plain just behind in a close third place finish.
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Herbison, Schill and Hammond Earn First 2012 Wins
By Greg Parent
Vince Peterson photos
Rain clouds approaching from the north blotted out the
blue skies, as the Cedar Lake Speedway hustled to get their
program in on Saturday August 18 during the Faster Pastor
Night at the track. The NASCAR Pro Stocks and Midwest
Modifieds along with the Hornet division were on hand, as
the Late Models and Modifieds had the night off. Picking
up their first 2012 wins in the three racing divisions were
Eric Herbison, Jason Schill and Barret Hammond. The
program was completed just in time before the rains came.
Topping a field of sixteen pastors from local area churches
was the New Life Church from Dresser. The pastors ran two
rounds of qualifying heat races and a 12 lap feature to
determine the winning church. All pastors received
trophies for participating, as everyone was a winner during
the 3rd annual promotion.
The weekly division on the 3/8 mile speedway for the
feature event was the NASCAR Midwest Modifieds. David
Swearingen and Eric Herbison brought the 18 car field to
the green for 20 racing laps. Herbison jumped out to an
early lead with lightning flashing in the eastern sky. Josh
Bazey quickly worked his way into the runner-up spot on
lap four and stayed close. The first caution was a red flag
when the car driven by Mike Gibson caught on fire at the
halfway point of the race. Gibson was okay, but the car
usually driven by Jason Haugerud was out of action. After
Jim Raboin tagged the turn two wall on the restart bringing
out the yellow, the race went nonstop for the final 10 laps.
Herbison and Bazey waged a great battle for the top spot
with Bazey trying numerous times to get by. In the end,
Herbison held off Bazey to earn his first 2012 victory and
his second career win at CLS. Following Bazey was David
Swearingen, Justin Schill and Vince Corbin in the top five.

Rounding out the top ten
was A. J. Roschen, Don
Swearingen, Douglas
Toepper, Charlie Wihren
and Elizabeth Toepper.
Earlier in the night, Charlie
Wihren won his first-ever
heat race at CLS.
The field of 20 NASCAR
Pro Stocks was pared to 19
starters when Tom
Gebauer was unable to
make the call for their 20
lap feature. John Olson
and Mike Hesselink took
the green from the front
row, and it was Hesselink
hustling into the lead. The
race was slowed a total of
six times under caution for
various incidents. Jason
Schill moved from his fifth starting spot to
second by lap five driving Frank Fabio’s
car. Schill would not take the lead until lap
16 though when he got by Hesselink. Lyle
Archambeau also moved past Hesselink
following the final caution on what turned
out to be a two lap dash to the checkers.
Rounding out the top five were Mike
Weber and Rich Bishop. Jeff Heintz, Cody
Campeau, Jeff Beer and Ben Hainke were
the only other cars to finish the race, as
Brian Weber as the last car to drop out and
was credited with a tenth place finish.
After the Faster Pastor
feature race, the Hornet
division held the final
race of the evening. Kris Kaphing and
Jerry Hanson paced the nine car field for
their 12 lap feature. Kaphing and
Hanson led early, but both would not be
around at the finish. Eric Schultz saw his
chance of winning fade away when he
broke on lap 8 while leading. In the end,
Barret Hammond picked up his first
Hornet feature win over Brent Voeltz,
Chris Dyke and Joel Kruse. Schultz
finished fifth, although he was out of
the race. Kaphing, Hanson, Oliver
Swanson and Steven Johnson rounded
out the field.
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Beyer Back in Victory Lane during Rockford 65th Anniversary
By Kraig McCay
Jimmy Ambruoso photos
Rockford Speedway celebrated their 65th season on
Saturday night and honored four of their own by inducting
them into the Walk of Fame. Seven Time Late Model
Champion Ricky Bilderback, Two Time Late Model
Champion Jerry Gille, Matt Berger, the 2010 Sportsman
Champion that has won a feature in all four NASCAR
divisions as well as longtime car owner and competitor Billy
McCoy, who claimed the 1996 American Short Tracker
crown were all enshrined prior to racing. When the engines
fired, it was veteran Mike Beyer holding off a determined
‘Driver X’ Jon Reynolds, Jr to become the twelfth different
Late Model winner of 2012. Scotty Hoeft was victorious in
the American Short Trackers, former Champ Robert Roush
found RoadRunner Victory Lane as did point leader Patrick
Bruns in the Illini Racing Series Midgets. Shawn Rickelman
topped the field in the Next Winners RoadRunner feature
event to record his first ever feature triumph.
The combo of Wayne Freimund and Mike Beyer led the
NASCAR Stanley Steemer Late Model field to the green
flag and it was Beyer getting the edge on the high side to
wrestle the early lead away. His first challenger was Jake
Gille who returned to action after a hard wreck two weeks
ago. Gille looked inside on lap three and continued the
constant pressure as Matt Berger, Ricky Bilderback and
Jon Reynolds, Jr engaged in a fight for third. Berger lost
the handle on his mount out of turn four allowing
Bilderback and Reynolds to shoot past as he fell into fifth.
A solo spin on the race’s eighth circuit by Matthew
Clossey brought out the only caution. On the restart Beyer
was out front and Gille chose the low line to continue his
pursuit but was quickly overtaken by Reynolds when
racing resumed. Reynolds, the night’s fast qualifier
charged to the inside of Beyer on lap eight.
For the final twenty-two laps Reynolds was able to pull
alongside Beyer and contend for the win, contact as the
leaders crossed the stripe with two to go gave Reynolds
one last shot, but Beyer drove a near flawless race to
record his first victory in nearly five years. “I’m not
washed up.” Exclaimed an excited Beyer. For the second
straight week Reynolds finished a close second after
setting fast time, he was followed by Jake Gille at the
finish. When the dust settled on the battle for fourth, it
was Berger over Bilderback over Jerry Gille as the trio
swapped positions throughout the final stages of the
event. Austin Nason accepted the Gerber Collision and

Glass Challenge which placed him shotgun on the field at
the start, he would finish the race in ninth.

Chabucos. Chabucos recorded second with VanHise,
Hardesty and Josh Carter completing the top five.

Zach Rodriguez peeked to the inside of Scotty Hoeft in
Miller Lite American Short Tracker competition, looking for
a clear shot past the leader. Former Champ Kyle Lapier
reminded the crowd why he was a Champ as he shot
around Rodriguez into second before making his bid for the
top spot. After running to Hoeft’s inside for eleven
circuits, Lapier made contact with the leader sending Hoeft
around as they exited the second turn. Lapier ‘tapped out’
allowing Hoeft to retain his spot out front. Hoeft once
again had to contend with Rodriguez and new to the fight
was fast qualifier Nick Cina, Jr. Rodriguez and Cina made
contact which set off a chain reaction down the backstretch
which involved nearly half of the field. When racing
resumed Hoeft fought off challenged by Jason Bragg and
then a final effort from George Sparkman as they raced to
the checkered flag. Hoeft, Sparkman and Bragg were joined
in the top five by point leader Joey LaMarca and Lapier
who fought his way back into contention.

Patrick Bruns extended his point lead as he got past early
leader Mike Anderson and bested Sean Murphy as the
stripe. Anderson held off Lamont Critchett for third
position. The Illini Racing Series Midgets will be part of
the 47th annual National Short Track Championships on
Saturday night September 29.

Former RockStar Energy RoadRunner Champion Robert
Roush survived a late race restart with pressure from
Dennis Smith, Jr to claim his
first Saturday night victory
in two seasons. Shawn
Rickelman, Jason VanHise
and Terrance Robinson
went door to door over the
final laps to determine third
place. The final results
showed Rickelman over
Robinson, fifth was
garnered by point leader
Bobby Frisch as VanHise
fell to sixth on the final lap.
In the Next Winners
RoadRunner Feature it was
Rickelman picking up career
feature victory number one
much to the delight of his
crew. He had to hold off
challenged from Ray
Hardesty and Alex

Rockford Speedway 2012 Walk of
Fame inductees sign their concrete slab
in front of the race fans.
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